
Nowadays road safety is a major concern and social issue

The information computed by
the ERSEC measuring system
and the related measurement
accuracy are established for
answering to the need to predict
collisions and/or some off‐road
and so for being able to avoid
them.

AGV equipped with the ERSEC
measuring system may be applied
in constrained areas (industrial
sites, airports, or medical centers),
where nowadays the required
infrastructures to implement the
automatic vehicles guidance are
limiting the system functionalities
and flexibility.

The ERSEC concept is based on
an intelligent fusion of
different state‐of‐art sensing
technologies.
The data fusion aims at
achieving the positions of the
equipped vehicle and of all the
obstacles around it on the road
map with the measurement
accuracy of 0.1 metre at the
sampling frequency of 100 Hz.
The significant improvement in
vehicle positioning accuracy is
an effect both of the possibility
of identifying fixed objects
detected by the vehicle
scanlasers with those indicated
in the road map so to use them
as reference markers and of
the application of sophisticated
mathematical fundamentals
based on the use of dynamic
filters.

Measuring system

The challenging ERSEC S&T
objective consists in achieving
a significant improvement in
the vehicle positioning
accuracy, going from metres
offered by the EGNOS/GNSS to
decimetres with an updating
frequency of 100 Hz, to be
primarily applied for significant
enhancing performance and
level of confidence of collision
avoidance systems.
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Coordinator (Italy)
Data fusion algorithms, overall
system simulation, system
integration and in field‐test.

Partner (France)
Requirements analysis, functional
specifications and development
of the EGNOS navigator.

Partner (Romania)
Open scanner design, adaptation
and integration.

Partner (Italy)
EGNOS/EDAS integration and
definition of the Road GIS map
data strategies.
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